PAPER – 8 : FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS FOR FINANCE
SECTION – A: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Question No.1 is compulsory.
Attempt any four questions out of the remaining five questions.
In case, any candidate answers extra question(s)/ sub-question(s) over and above the required
number, then only the requisite number of questions first answered in the answer book shall be
valued and subsequent extra question(s) answered shall be ignored.
Working notes should form part of the answer

Answer 1.
a.
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iii. Since the expected net present value of the Investment is positive , the Investment
should be undertaken.
b.
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c.

Determination of Redemption value:

d.

(i) Current Market price of shares (applying Walter’s Model)
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Answer 2.
Workings Notes:
i.

Net Working Capital

= Current Assets – Current Liabilities
= 2.5 – 1
= 1.5

Thus, Current Assets

=

Net Working Capital × 2.5
1.5

=

`13,50,000 x 25
1.5

= ` 22,50,000
Current Liabilities

= ` 22,50,000 – ` 13,50,000
= ` 9,00,000

ii.

Sales

= Total Assets Turnover × Total Assets
= 2 x (Fixed Assets + Current Assets)
=2 × (` 30,00,000+` 22,50,000)
=` 1,05,00,000

iii.

Cost of Goods Sold

= 100% – 20%
= 80% of Sales
= 80% of ` 1,05,00,000
= ` 84,00,000

iv.

Average Stock

= Cost of Good Sold/ Stock Turnover Ratio
=` 84,00,000/7
=` 12,00,000

Closing Stock

= (Average Stock ×2) – Opening Stock
= (` 12,00,000 × 2) – ` 11,40,000
= ` 12,60,000

Quick Assets

= Current Assets – Closing Stock
= ` 22,50,000 – ` 12,60,000
= ` 9,90,000
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1
1.5

Debt
Equity (here Proprietary fund)

=

Or Proprietary fund

= 1.5 Debt.

Total Asset

= Proprietary Fund (Equity) + Debt

Or 52,50,000

= 1.5 Debt + Debt

Or Debt

= ` 52,50,000/ 2.5
= ` 21,00,000

Proprietary fund

= 21,00,000 x 1.5 = ` 31,50,000
=

` 52,50,000 x 1.5
2.5

= `31,50,000
v.

Profit after tax (PAT)

= Total Assets × Return on Total Assets
= ` 52,50,000 × 15%
= ` 7,87,500

a.

Calculation of Quick Ratio
Quick Ratio

= Quick Assets / Current Liabilities
= ` 9,90,000 /` 9,00,000
= 1.1:1

b.

Calculation of Fixed Assets Turnover Ratio
Fixed Assets Turnover Ratio = Sales/Fixed Assets
= `1,05,00,000/ ` 30,00,000
= 3.5

c.

Calculation of Proprietary Ratio
Proprietary Ratio

= Proprietary fund/ Total Assets
= ` 31,50,000/ `52,50,000
= 0.6 : 1
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d.

Calculation of Earnings per Equity Share (EPS)
Earnings per Equity Share (EPS)

=

PAT  Preference Share Dividend
Number of Equity Shares

=

`7,87,500 - 54,000 (9% of 6,00,000)
`1,80,000

= ` 4.075 per share
Answer 3.
Calculation of Net Working Capital requirement:
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Answer 4.
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ii.

From the above EPS computations tables under the three financial plans we can see that
when EBIT is ` 80,000 or more, Plan II: Debt-Equity mix is preferable over the Plan I and
Plan III, as rate of EPS is more under this plan. On the other hand an EBIT of less than `
80,000, Plan I: Equity Financing has higher EPS than Plan II and Plan III. Plan III
Preference share Equity mix is not acceptable at any level of EBIT , as EPS under this
plan is lower.
The choice of the financing plan will depend on the performance of the company and
other macro economic conditions. If the company is expected to have higher operating
profit Plan II: Debt – Equity Mix is preferable. Moreover, debt financing gives more
benefit due to availability of tax shield.

Answer 5.
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b.

When production is increased from 2,00,000 units to 2,40,000 units both financial
leverage and operating leverages reduced from 2 to 1.56 and 1.71 respectively.
Reduction in financial leverage and operating leverages signifies reduction in business
risk and financial risk.

Answer 6.
a.

The best way to demonstrate the importance of good financial management is to
describe some of the tasks that it involves:
 Taking care not to over-invest in fixed assets
 Balancing cash-outflow with cash-inflows
 Ensuring that there is a sufficient level of short-term working capital
 Setting sales revenue targets that will deliver growth
 Increasing gross profit by setting the correct pricing for products or services
 Controlling the level of general and administrative expenses by finding more cost-efficient
ways of running the day-to-day business operations, and
 Tax planning that will minimize the taxes a business has to pay.

b.

Role of Chief Financial Officer (CFO) in Today’s World: Today, the role of chief financial
officer, or CFO, is no longer confined to accounting, financial reporting and risk
management. It’s about being a strategic business partner of the chief executive officer, or
CEO. Some of the role of a CFO in today’s world are as follows Budgeting
 Forecasting
 Managing M&As
 Profitability analysis (for example, by customer or product)
 Pricing analysis
 Decisions about outsourcing
 Overseeing the IT function.
 Overseeing the HR function.
 Strategic planning (sometimes overseeing this function).
 Regulatory compliance.
 Risk management
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c.

Risk Adjusted Discount Rate: A risk adjusted discount rate is a sum of risk-free rate and risk
premium. The Risk Premium depends on the perception of risk by the investor of a
particular investment and risk aversion of the Investor.
So, Risks adjusted discount rate = Risk free rate+ Risk premium.
OR
i. Callable bonds: A callable bond has a call option which gives the issuer the right to
redeem the bond before maturity at a predetermined price known as the call price
(Generally at a premium).
ii. Puttable bonds: Puttable bonds give the investor a put option (i.e. the right to sell the
bond) back to the company before maturity.
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SECTION – B: ECONOMICS FOR FINANCE
Question No. 7 is compulsory.
Answer any three from the rest.
Answer 7.
a.

M1 = Currency Notes and Coins with the people + demand deposits with the banking
system (currency and saving deposit accounts) + Other deposits with the RBI
= 435656.6 cr + 274254.9 cr + 1234.2 cr
= 711145.7 cr
M2 = M1 + Saving deposit with Post Office Saving Bank
= 711145.7cr + 647.7cr
= 711793.4 cr

b.

The transactions motive for holding cash relates to ‘the need for cash for current
transactions for personal and business exchange.’ The need for holding money arises
between as there is lack of synchronization between receipts and expenditures. The
transaction motive is further classified into income motive and business motive, both
of which stressed on the requirement of individuals and businesses respectively to
bridge the time gap between receipt of income and planned expenditure. The
transaction demand for money is a direct proportional and positive function of the level of
Income.
Lr = KY
Where Lr is the transaction demand for money
K is the ratio of earnings which is kept for transaction purposes
Y is the earning.

c.

Functions of Money: Money performs the following important functions in an economy.
1. Money is a convenient medium of exchange or it is an instrument that facilitates
easy exchange of goods and services. By acting as an intermediary, money increases
the ease of trade and reduces the inefficiency and transaction costs involved in a
barter exchange.


Money also facilitates separation of transactions both in time and place and this
in turn enables us to economize on time and efforts involved in transactions.

2. Money is a unit of account and acts as a yardstick people use to post prices and record
debts. All economic values are measured and recorded in terms of money.


Money helps in expressing the value of each good or service in terms of price making
it convenient to trade all commodities in exchange for a single commodity.
13
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Money makes it possible to measure the prices of all commodities in terms of a single
unit.



A common unit of account facilitates a system of orderly pricing which is crucial
for rational economic choices.



Goods and services which are otherwise not comparable are made comparable
through expressing the worth of each in terms of money.

3. Money serves as a unit or standard of deferred payment i.e. money facilitates recording of
deferred promises to pay.


Money is the unit in terms of which future payments are contracted or stated. It
simplifies credit transactions.



By acting as a standard of deferred payments, money helps in capital formation
and growth of financial and capital markets which are essential for the growth of
the economy.

4. Money acts as a temporary store of value and enables people to transfer
purchasing power from the present to the future. Money also functions as a
permanent store of value. Unlike other assets which have limitations such as
storage costs, lack of liquidity and possibility of depreciation in value, money has
perfect liquidity and commands reversibility as its value in payment equals its value in
receipt.
d.

Difference between fixed exchange rate and floating exchange rate.
Fixed Exchange Rate
A fixed exchange rate, also referred to as
pegged exchange rate, is an exchange rate
regime under which a country’s central
bank and/ or government announces or
decrees what its currency will be worth in
terms of either another country’s currency
or a basket of currencies or another
measure of value, such as gold.
In order to maintain the exchange rate at
the predetermined level, the central bank
intervenes in the foreign exchange market
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Floating Exchange Rate
Under floating exchange rate regime, the
equilibrium value of the exchange rate of
a country’s currency is market-determined
i.e. the demand for and supply of currency
relative to other currencies determine the
exchange rate.

There is no interference on the part of
the government or the central bank of the
country in the determination of exchange
rate. Any interference in the foreign
exchange market on the part of the
government or central bank would be only for
moderating the rate of change
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Answer 8.
a.
i.

Market failures provide the rationale for government’s allocative function.
Market failures are situations in which a particular market, left to itself, is
inefficient and leads to misallocation of society’s scarce resources. In the
absence of appropriate government intervention in resource allocation, the
resources are likely to be misallocated with too much production of certain
goods or too little production of certain other goods. T he allocation
responsibility of the governments involves suitable corrective action when private
markets fail to provide the right and desirable combination of goods and services
to ensure optimal outcomes in terms of social welfare.

ii.

A central bank of a country is called a ‘bankers’ bank because it acts as a banker to the
community of commercial banks and provides them with financial services to
facilitate their efficient functioning.
 The central bank acts as a custodian of cash reserves of commercial banks in the
country.
 The central bank provides efficient means of funds transfer for all banks. All
commercial banks maintain accounts with the central bank and it enables
smooth and swift clearing and settlements of inter-bank transactions and
interbank payments.
 The central bank acts as a lender of last resort. It provides liquidity to banks
when the latter face shortage of liquidity. T he scheduled commercial banks
can borrow from the discount window against the collateral of securities like
commercial bills, government securities, treasury bills, or other eligible papers.

i.

Contractionary fiscal policy refers to the deliberate policy of government applied
to curtail aggregate demand and consequently the level of economic activity. In
other words, it is fiscal policy aimed at eliminating an inflationary gap.

b.

This can be achieved either by:
1. Decrease in government spending: With decrease in government spending,
the total amount of money available in the economy is reduced which is
turns trim down the aggregate demand.
2. Increase in personal income taxes and/or business taxes: An increase in
personal income taxes reduces disposable income leading to fall in
consumption spending and aggregate demand. An increase in taxes on
business profits reduces the surpluses available to businesses, and as a result,
firms’ investments shrink causing aggregate demand to fall. Increased taxes
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also dampen the prospects of profits of potential entrants who will respond
by holding back fresh investments.
3. A combination of decrease in government spending and increase in personal
income taxes and/or business taxes.
ii.

Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) constituted by the Central Government is an
empowered six-member committee with RBI Governor as the chairperson. Under
the Monetary Policy Framework Agreement, the RBI will be responsible for price
stability and for containing inflation targets at 4% (with a standard deviation of
2%) in the medium term. T he committee is answerable to the Government of India if
the inflation exceeds the range prescribed for three consecutive months. MPC
has complete control over monetary policy decisions to ensure economic growth
and price stability. T he MPC decides the changes to be made to the policy rate
(repo rate) so as to contain inflation within the target level specified to it by
the central government. Fixing of the benchmark policy interest rate (repo rate)
is made in a more consultative and participative manner and on the basis of m
ajority vote by this panel of experts. This has added lot of value and transparency
to monetary policy decisions.

Answer 9.
a.
i.

The figures represent foreign trade price indices which are compiled using prices of
specified group of commodities exported from and imported by Bangladesh in
the year 2018-19. Both indices have a base year of 2010 -11 (=100) and the
price changes are measured in relation to that figure. In the current year, the import
price index of 220.50 indicates that there has been a 120.50 percent increase in
price since 2010-11 and export price index shows that there is 133.73 percent increase
in export prices. These indices track the changes in the price which firms and
countries receive / pay for products they export/ import and can be used for
assessing the impact of international trade on the domestic economy.

ii.

Terms of trade for Bangladesh (ToT) is given by

iii.

‘Terms of trade’ is defined as the ratio between the index of export prices and the
index of import prices. It is the relative price of a country’s exports in terms of
its imports and can be interpreted as the amount of import goods an economy
can purchase per unit of export goods. If the export prices increase more than
16
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the import prices, a country has positive terms of trade, because for the same amount
of exports, it can purchase more imports.
In the given problem, with a ToT of 106, a unit of exports by Bangladesh will buy six
percent more of imports. In other words, from the sale of home produced goods at
higher export prices and the purchase of foreign produced goods at lower
prices, trade will result in Bangladesh obtaining a greater volume of imported products
for a given volume of the exported product. This indicates increased welfare for
Bangladesh.
b.

GDPMP = Personal consumption expenditure + Government purchase of goods and
services + gross public investment + inventory investment +gross residential
construction investment + Gross business fixed investment + [export – import]
= 2900 + 1100 + 500 + 170+450 + 410 + (200-300)
= ` 5430 Crores
GNPFC = GDPMP + Net Factor Income from Abroad - Net Indirect Taxes
= ` 5430 + (-30) +80
= 5480 Crores
NDPMP = GDPMP - Consumption of fixed capital = 5430- 60 = 5370 Crores

Answer 10.
a.
i.

International trade is a powerful stimulus to economic efficiency and contributes
to economic growth and rising incomes.
a. The wider market made possible owing to trade induces companies to reap the
quantitative and qualitative benefits of extended division of labour. As a result,
they would enlarge their manufacturing capabilities and benefit from economies
of large scale production.
b. T he gains from international trade are reinforced by the increased competition
that domestic producers are confronted with on account of internationalization
of production and marketing requiring businesses to invariably compete against
global businesses. Competition from foreign goods compels manufacturers,
especially in developing countries, to enhance competitiveness and profitability
by adoption of cost reducing technology and business practices. Efficient
deployment of productive resources to their best uses is a direct economic
advantage of foreign trade. Greater efficiency in the use of natural, human,
industrial and financial resources ensures productivity gains. Since international
trade also tends to decrease the likelihood of domestic monopolies, it is always
beneficial to the community.
c. Trade provides access to new markets and new materials and enables sourcing
of inputs and components internationally at competitive prices. Also,
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d.
e.

f.
g.
h.

i.

ii.

international trade enables consumers to have access to wider variety of goods
and services that would not otherwise be available. It also enables nations to
acquire foreign exchange reserves necessary for imports which are crucial for
sustaining their economies.
International trade enhances the extent of market and augments the scope for
mechanization and specialisation.
Exports stimulate economic growth by creating jobs, reducing poverty and
augmenting factor incomes and in so doing raising standards of livelihood and
overall demand for goods and services.
Employment generating investments, including foreign direct investment,
inevitably follow trade.
Opening up of new markets results in broadening of productive base and
facilitates export diversification.
Trade also contributes to human resource development, facilitates fundamental
and applied research and exchange of know-how and best practices between
trade partners.
Trade strengthens bonds between nations by bringing citizens of different
countries together in mutually beneficial exchanges and thus promotes harmony
and cooperation among nations.

An expansionary fiscal policy is designed to stimulate the economy during the
contractionary phase of a business cycle or when there is an anticipation of a
business cycle contraction. T his is accomplished by increasing aggregate
expenditure and aggregate demand through an increase in all types of government
spending and / or a decrease in taxes.
The objectives of expansionary fiscal policy are reduction in cyclical unemployment,
increase in consumer demand and prevention of recession and possible depression. In
other words, it aims to close a ‘recessionary gap’ or a contractionary gap wherein the
aggregate demand is not sufficient to create conditions of full employment. T his is
accomplished by increasing aggregate expenditure and aggregate demand through
an increase in all types of government spending and / or a decrease in taxes.
Government uses subsidies, transfer payments, welfare programmes, corporate and
personal income tax cuts and increased spending on public works such as on
infrastructure development to put more money into consumers' hands to give them
more purchasing power.

b.
i.

Demerit goods are deemed socially undesirable and their consumption imposes
considerable negative externalities on the society as a whole. Examples of demerit
goods are cigarettes, alcohol etc. Since demerit goods are clear cases of market
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failure, the government intervenes in the marketplace to discourage their production
and consumption mainly by the following methods:
a. At the extreme, the government may enforce complete ban on a demerit good; e.g.
intoxicating drugs. In such cases, the possession, trading or consumption of the good
is made illegal.
b. Impose unusually high taxes on producing or purchasing the demerit goods making
them very costly and unaffordable to many.
c. Through persuasion which is mainly intended to be achieved by negative advertising
campaigns which emphasize the dangers associated with consumption of demerit
goods and granting of subsidies for such advertisements.
d. Through legislations that prohibit the advertising or promotion of demerit goods in
whatsoever manner.
e. Strict regulations of the market for the good may be put in place so as to limit access
to the good, especially by vulnerable groups such as children and adolescents.
Restrictions in terms of a minimum age may be stipulated at which young people are
permitted to buy cigarettes and alcohol.
f. Regulatory controls in the form of spatial restrictions e.g. smoking in public places,
sale of tobacco to be away from schools, and time restrictions under which sale at
particular times during the day is banned.
ii.
a. The spot exchange rate changes from ` 61/ 1$ to ` 64/1$. It implies depreciation of
Rupee and appreciation of Dollar. Exports become cheaper and more attractive
to foreigners; imports will be discouraged as they become costlier to import.
b. The spot exchange rate changes from ` 66/ 1$ to ` 63/1$. This means that Rupee
has appreciated in value and dollar has depreciated. Exports become costlier
and so demand for Indian exports may fall; imports become cheaper.
Answer 11.
a.
i.

Benefit of Foreign Direct Investment:
 Entry of foreign enterprises fosters competition and generates a competitive
environment in the host country.
 International capital allows countries to finance more investment than can be
supported by domestic savings.
 FDI can accelerate growth by providing much needed capital, technological
know-how and management skill.
 Competition for FDI among national government promotes political and
structural reforms.
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FDI also help in creating direct employment opportunities.
It also promotes relatively higher wages for skilled jobs.
FDI generally entails people to people relations and is usually considered as a
promoter of bilateral and international relations.
Foreign investment projects also would act as a source of new tax revenue
which can be used for development projects.

Cost of Foreign Direct Investment:
 FDI are likely to concentrate on capital intensive methods of production and
services so they need to hire few workers.
 FDI flows has tendency to move towards regions which is well endowed in
natural resources and infrastructure so accentuate regional disparity.
 If foreign corporations are able to secure incentives in the form of tax holidays or
similar provisions, the host country loses tax revenue.
 FDI is also held responsible by many for ruthless exploitation of natural
resources and the possible environmental damage.
 With substantial FDI in developing countries there is strong possibility of
emergence of a dual economy with a developed foreign sector and an
underdeveloped domestic sector.
 Foreign entities are usually accused of being anti-ethical as they frequently
resort to methods like aggregate advertising and anticompetitive practices
which would induce market distortions.
ii.

Private cost is the cost faced by the producer or consumer directly involved in a
transaction. If we take the case of a producer his private cost includes direct cost of
labour, materials, energy, and other indirect overheads.
Social Cost = Private cost + External Cost

b.
i.

The Reserve Money, also known as central bank money, base money or high
powered money determines the level of liquidity and the price level in the economy.
Reserve Money
= Currency in Circulation
deposits with the RBI.

+

Banker’s

deposits

with

the

RBI

+

other

= Net RBI credit to the government + RBI credit to the commercial sector + RBI’s claim on
banks + RBI’s net foreign exchange assets + Government Currency liabilities to the
Public- RBI’s net non-monetary liabilities
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ii.

The Statutory Liquidity Ratio.
The Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) is the ratio of a bank's liquid assets to its net
demand and time liabilities (NDTL). The SLR is a powerful tool for controlling
liquidity in the domestic market by means of manipulating bank credit.
Changes in the SLR chiefly influence the availability of resources in the banking
system for lending. A rise in the SLR which is resorted to during periods of high
liquidity, tends to lock up a rising fraction of a bank’s assets in the form of eligible
instruments, and this reduces the credit creation capacity of banks. A reduction in the
SLR during periods of economic downturn has the opposite effect.
As per the Banking Regulations Act 1949, all scheduled commercial banks in India are
required to maintain a stipulated percentage of their total Demand and Time
Liabilities (DTL) / Net DTL (NDTL) in one of the following forms:
i. Cash
ii. Gold, or
iii. Investments in un-encumbered Instruments that include:
a. Treasury-bills of the Government of India.
b. Dated securities including those issued by the Government of India from time to
time under the market borrowings programme and the Market Stabilization
Scheme (MSS).
c. State Development Loans (SDLs) issued by State Governments under their
market borrowings programme.
d. Other instruments as notified by the RBI. These include mainly the
securities issued by PSEs.
The SLR requires holding of assets in one of the above three categories by the bank
itself.
OR

Sectors in which foreign investment is prohibited in India
In India, foreign investment is prohibited in the following sectors:
i.

Lottery business including Government / private lottery, online lotteries, etc.

ii. Gambling and betting including casinos etc.
iii. Chit funds
iv. Nidhi company
v. Trading in Transferable Development Rights (TDRs)
vi. Real Estate Business or Construction of Farm Houses
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vii. Manufacturing of cigars, cheroots, cigarillos and cigarettes, of tobacco or of tobacco
substitutes
viii. Activities / sectors not open to private sector investment e.g. atomic energy and
railway operations (other than permitted activities).
Foreign technology collaboration in any form including licensing for franchise, trademark,
brand name, management contract is also prohibited for lottery business and gambling and
betting activities.
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